FITNESS FLOORING by

Flooring Systems are an industry
standard for recycled rubber interlocking floor
systems. We were the first company to utilize
the non-adhering interlocking system and our
mats are utilized by facilities all over the world.
Flooring Systems may be utilized
in wall to wall installations or as a stand alone
solution within a room. Due to the interlocking
system the flooring is able to stabilize itself
away from walls and is offered in 3/8”, 1/2”
and 3/4” thicknesses to allow for different
levels of use.
Many commercial equipment companies prefer
Flooring Systems because
they can be precut to size utilizing CAD drawings or accurate measurements, which allows
for less time on site for installers and reduced scrap.

EASYPATH

TM

Beveled edges are molded
into the mat allowing
for smooth transitions

3x bigger system for
extreme usage
Available as a custom
solution in 3/4” only

TM

The original Interlock
System
Built to last

TreadSafe

Our diamond patterned
texture provides maximum
traction in wet and dry
conditions

“THE HUMANE ADVANTAGE”
Proven TechnologyAbsolutely Non- Absorbent & will not harbor or promote bacterial growth
“Clean and Fresh” Mitigating agent used to reduce aroma
3 times stronger than rolled rubber (800 PSI per ASTM412)
Easy Installation with custom design and precutting services
High Quality Recycled Buffings (No Crumb Rubber)
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Loose Lay product which requires no adhesive

3/8”, 1/2”

Available in 3/4” Black only
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3/8”, 1/2”, 3/4”
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2’ x 2’
Center

Center

Center

Center

22.5” x 22.5”

34.63” x 46.71”
46.71” x 46.71”

Interlock Tile System
Available Sizes and Thicknesses

46.71” x 71”

3/8”

Floor Systems offers centers,
borders and corners for all size systems
with beveled and non beveled versions
available.

1/2”

3/4”
3/4” in Black only
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